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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jesús Alanís Zepeda has contributed to the dictionary with 6 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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compostable
Compost is told to a fertilizer type to better feed the soil where there is or will be some plant(s), in such a way that it is
sufficiently rich in nutrients to achieve a good crop of that plant(s).  .  .  This compost is a process where all natural and
organic waste is used, so that, once disintegrated, they are part of "earth" super fertilizer NATURAL (without artificial
chemicals).  .  . And "compostable" means that you MAY QUALIFY to be part of that compost (mixing soil with natural
waste, basically fruits/vegetables/vegetables.  .  .  although it is preferred that no citrus residues, as these are NOT
compostable (if they rot and disintegrate naturally, but the acidity of those wastes are "bad" (undesirable) to achieve a
good EFFECTIVE compost.  .  .  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be disintegrable, bioaprobepable
and beneficial natural waste, natural fertilizer

fiscalista
It is practiced by the Public Prosecutor's Office, which in turn is the public party accusing of some public bodie (against a
moral natural person). You can also be a SPECIALIZED lawyer in tax matters (taxes, withholdings, requisitions, etc.  )
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be attorney representing the state, paying/collecting taxes to the
state

incrospito
incrospito is incorrectly written and should write it as "incrospito / to" being its meaning:<br>With the confused, normally
by intoxicating senses... State of beodez, briago, drunk, alcohol... Loss of consciousness derived by the ingestion of
some item " hallucinatory "   ( alcohol, drugs, mushrooms, herbs, etc., all these " hallucinogenic "  )

kiosko
Kiosko is an OPEN building, only with roof, and is usually held with small metal columns.  .  . It is built in an important
part of some public square/garden, half-height (half-floor, medium elevation, with small staircase), and is usually used
for a small orchestra, ensemble or musicians to mingen the public audience that gathers to listen and/or dance with that
music.  .  . Very typical in small villages, where this "distraction" usually from "weekends" (Friday, Saturday and/or
Sunday) was used/used to distract and entertain the inhabitants with musical culture.  .  .

paupérrimas
Poverty in superlative degree, extremely, the most to be poor.  .  .  IT IS NOT SAID "little" , but PAUPERMO .  .  . The
plural and gender to the word is normally applied ( paupérrimA , paupérrimOS , paupérrimAS ) Some synonyms, words
or similar expressions can be poor in the extreme, the most in poverty

superpotente
It has very large power, higher than expected Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be powerful
exaggerated, more power than expected, exceeds what is specified in terms of power 


